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Counseling
Underused In
Tragedy Aftermath

UMD Recovers from
Deadly Tornado

University Sets Up
Crisis Line for
Students

By JENNIFER CUMMINGS
Campus Editor

Damage Stuns Students
Just weeks after a fellow student
was found dead on campus, the
University of Maryland at College
Park was struck Monday with
another tragedy. As classes commenced and students began their

By COREY CUNNINGHAM
Hilltop Staff Writer

afternoon activities, the campus

Despite the prevalent feelings of

was ravaged by a tornado that
took the three lives and injured
many others.
The extensive damage to university property and facilities caused
by the tornado that hit the campus
late Monday afternoon, is still
being determined.
Sarah Rodgers, a junior admin-

devastation, confusion, and insecu-

rity among the Howard community
since the September 11th attack on
the United States, few students felt
it was necessary to seek universitycounseling services.

According to university counseling there has been no overwhelming increase in students seeking
either individual or group counseling.
"We have not seen a significant
amount of students coming to the
counseling center in reference to
the events of September I I th ," said
Senior Counselor, Howard Hope.
Howard's University Counseling
Center, located in the C.B. Powell
building, provides personal and
group counseling, and psychotherapy to students who need help in
handling emotional difficulties.
University Counseling is now
offering a 24-hour crisis hotline in
the wake of the New York and D.C:
tragedies, as well as ongoing group
sessions.

These sessions are for those persons who have had concerns after
the tragedy, and are there to provide
students with a place to n;lease,
said counseling staff.
While the counseling service has
opened several new group sessions,
many students feel that this service
1s unnecessary.
"I didn't go because it didn't effect
me directly," said freshmen Tiffany
Rosby. "I have a friend who's father
was counted among the dead in the
World Trade Center, I felt remorse
and grief, but I didn't feel I needed
counseling."

Expressing the same sentiment,
Chris Lecky, sophomore
radioffV /film major, said "I don't
feel the need to go because people
die everyday, and there is nothing
we can do but move on. Most black
people grew up in family oriented
environments, and as a result we

are used to relying on each other
rather than professional help."
Students also admitted that their
view of the University Counseling
Center has been clouded by other
University health services.
"When you go to the offices, the
staff is rude, it takes fore:,-er, and

istration of justice major was on

her way back to her dorm room
from a class when the fierce
storm erupted and mangled much
of the campus.
"There were people running
everywhere. At frrst it was just
raining," Rodgers said, describing

Howard University and baseball historians are vying to keep the memory of Griffith Stadium alive with a museum.
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Monday's scene. "I remember

ot

seeing the sky light up like I had
never seen before. It was one of
the scariest moments of my life.
There were papers and materials
flying everywhere. It was
absolute confusion," Rodgers
said.
College Park students Colleen
Marlatt, 23, and Erin Marlett, 20,
both sisters, died when the car
they were in was carried 300
yards by the tornado and dropped
in a wooded area. The storm,
which whipped up winds topping

Symposium, Museum Designed to Celebrate Historic Stadium
By ELENA BERGERON·
Contributing Writer

neighborhood that surrounded
the stadium.
"Griffith Stadium was my
home," said former Washington
Senator Julio Becquer who
lived three blocks away. "I'd go
to the park around one for a day

,.....or Lenny Bailey and a
generation of Washingtonians, the memories

of Griffith Stadium will never
fade.
"] can remember waiting outside for autographs before the
game, watching ballgames
when I was supposed to be in
school, getting sodas at the drug
store on the corner afterwards, then
hitchhiking hpme at the end of the
day," Bailey remembered.
For almost 60 years, Griffith stadium served as home for major and
Negro league baseball games as
well as professional and college
football battles.
But now, the stadium is a distant
memory to those who remember
the former community landmark. "I
spent most of my childhood there
and now it's gone without a trace,"
Bailey said.
Griffith Stadium was demolished in
1965, five years after the Washington
Senators, its main tenant, moved to
Minnesota. Howard University Hospital now occupies the site.
Despite Griffith's legacy, little has
been done to mark the storied
park's existence. The home plate
that sits Howard University hospital's emergency room is one of few

game

mementos that can be used to identify the stadium's presence in the
community.

But for Bailey and many others,
Griffith Stadium represents more
than a baseball arena, it signifies a
bygone era.
To commemorate the 40' h anniversary of the last major league baseball game at Griffith Stadium and
to garner support for a museum
dedicated to the field, Bailey and
dozens of Washington sports aficionados packed Blackburn Center
Tuesday for the "Legacy of Griffith
Stadium" symposium.
·
The day-long conference is the
start of a massive initiative by
Howard and the Society for American Baseball Research (SABR), to
honor the fallen sports venue.
Former athletes, broadcasters, historians and fans attended event to
share experiences at Washington's
first elite sporting venue and the

1, .,

afte cat

s}inw,;; at

205 a1iles per hour, do·.vned

Howard theatre."'
Bobby Mitchell, Washington's
first black NFL player, remembers Griffith Stadium with both
fondness and humor.
"The dressing rooms were small, I
remember having to duck your head
in there it was so small," Mitchell
said. 'That park to me looked like the
worse stadiwn in captivity, but I
never heard of any player who didn't
want to play there."
Preserving the Memory
'
A press conference
outlining
plans for a Griffith Stadium memorial followed the symposium. The
proposed museum, which will rest
in the hospital's lobby, hopes to
draw new attention to the stadium's
historic legacy, which until now
had gone largely unnoted.
"The goal is to extend [the lobby
area] and build a museum that's
going to commemorate Griffith
Stadium and all the sports activities
and non-sports activities that took
place there," said Museum Curator

power lines, shredded trailers and
bore through houses on its trek
through College Park and Howard
County.
A fire fighter in College Park
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assisting in rescue efforts died of
a heart attack shortly after his
shift ended;officials said, bringing the number of storm-related
deaths to three.
Students at Maryland were
caught in the storm as it whirled
through much of their campus and
surrounding areas.

"About fout or five of my
friends were on their way home
from errands and I called them to
warn them about the weather,"
said Scott George, Senior marketing major. "The next time I saw
them later on, they told me that
the car had almost been washed
away when they were on their
way back to campus."
With the unsuspecting, but ominous clouds hovering overhead,
many students were trapped in the
violent weather as it approached
quickly.
"I was on my way home from
class. I knew the weather was
supposed to be pretty bad, but no
one thought it would be this bad,"
said freshman film major, Allison
McCeney.
Although, classes were cancelled for students on Tuesday
ma11y volunteered their time Tuesday and Wednesday to assist other
students affected by the storm.
The same helpful sentiment is
felt with students on campus as
well.
"The window on my door room
blew in and shattered in pieces. A
few people are coming over to
help me move my stuff into their

place," George said.
The tornado that hit the campus
was a part of a major weather system ihat moved throughout the
region late Monday.

Photo courtesy of the washingtonpost.com
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A tornado hit the University of Maryland Monday, killing two students.

Todays Hilltop

He's Back!

Sports

Campus
Area Enrollment Jumps

..

HUvs.FAMU
Bison (1-2) will look for a strong
offensive output and defensive
dominance when they face the
Florida A&M University Rattlers,
• a team they haven't defeated in seven
years Saturday at
Greene Stadium.

.

AP

Michael Jordan annoucned Tuesday that he is ending his three-year retirement and will return to NBA as a Washington Wizard. Jordan agreed to
step down as the Wizard's president of basketball operations.

Enrollment from DC, Virginia
and Maryland has increased in
the past year. Almost a quarter
of this year's incoming
freshman class are from the
•
metropolitan area,
•
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BY COREY

R. MCQUEEN

Contributing Writer

zews

Enrollment from DC, Virginia and Maryland has increased
in the past year. Almost a quarter of this year's incoming
freshman class are from this metropolitan area. While first
year enrollment from the area has only increased by I% from
last-year, twenty-three point eight percent of this year's
freshman class are students from the area. For the 2000
school year, the number of freshmen undergraduates from
the local area was 341; this year the number is 378.
Associate Director of Admissions, Linda SandersHawkins said,"Our recruitment efforts did not drastically
differ from previous years". Local high school recruitment
visits have and will remain a vital and· consistent part of
Howard's efforts. "We make personal visits to approximately 90% of the high schools in the DC, VA, and MD

What do you think
the University
should do if the
janitors should strike?

area", said Hawkins.
Hawkins suggests that this not a new trend. According to
the Office of Admissions, each new school year Howard
receives more applications from area students than in the
years previous. Not just the number of applicatiol)s vary, but
the acceptance rate is also higher. The University accepts a
larger number of students from the area in previous years.
Area students come to Howard from some of the district's
top schools including, Eleanor Roosevelt, Suitland High,
Woodrow Wilson, Largo Senior High, Northwestern High,
Oxon Hill High, Paint Branch High, Benjamin Banneker,
Springbrook, and Bishop McNamara.
Many area students choose to attend Howard because they
want to stay close to home. "Since my father was in the military I was use to moving around a lot, now my family has
finally settled in Maryland. I decided to attend Howard
because I wanied some stability in my life. I didn't want to

move to whole different location where I would have to
readjust," said freshman legal communications major and
graduate of Oxon Hill High, Nadia Roper.
Sophomore, Public Relations major Francine Songa said, "
I wanted to come to Howard because it was close to home and
far enough to get away from home." Songa, a graduate of.
Rockville High, decided on attending Howard because of the
lack of African American representation at her high school.
"I chose to attend Howard because I wanted to stay around
my black people and I wanted to experience higher education from a black perspective," Crystal Rucker, a junior !gal
communications rhajor and graduate of the area's Bishop
McNamara High.
The prescence of area students on campus may seem
stronger because each year the number rises. It is expected that within the coming years, area enrollment will continue to increase.

Ambassadors

ake

j
•

"It is pretty menial work so I
suggest that the janitors
make a proposal to increase
their wages."

This is a service pro- ·
vided by Howard
University Campus
Police. This report
was compiled by
Campus Editor
Jennifer Cummings.

Adam Sene Mframmaban,
Senior, Computer Science

Architecture Lot

Bethune Annex

Lost property

Stuck elevator

Meridian Hill Hall

2500 6'" St.

Sick transport
\

flab

Lost property
Sept. 23
Student Health Center
Meridian Hill Hall

Bethune Annex

Sick person
h

J5, & Euclid St.

"They should take prepatory
measures to have somebody as
back up to do their job for them.
They should hire an

Mays Hall

300 College St.

Meridian Hill Hall

Theft from auto

HPT

Biology Bldg.

Domestic violence

Hazardous elevator

Sept. 25

Bethune Annex
Kitchen

9t1,& T St.
Gunshot wounds

Hazardous smoke

Damaged pro~erty

Sept. 26

Blackburn Center

HPT

Simple assault

Arin Lawrence, Sophomore,
Finance and English
double major

Sick transport

Theft II

Sherman Ave.

Threat to do bodily
harm

Hazardous elevator
Theft II

I

Back to School Joy Night Service, an event sponsored by the Howard University
Community Choir, to be held Friday, September 28 at 7:30 p.m. in Andrew Rankin
Memorial Chapel. Admission is free.
••
Campus-Wide Auditions for Ronald K. Brown (Choreography) to be held
Saturday at 5:00 p.m. in the Lula V. Childe.rs Hall (Fine Arts) Dance Studio.
Registration is on a first-come, fir~t-s~rved basis. For more information,
please contact Sherill Berryman Johnson at 865-7052.

Gyasi Moscou-Jackson,
Sophomore, Biology Pre-Med

· Howard University Gospel Choir's 2001 Fall Concert to be held on Sunday
at 7:00 p.m. The concert will be at Howard University's Andrew Rankin
Memorial Chapel.
Freshman Speak-Ont and Information Session, an activity sponsored by the
Howard University Student Association (HUSA), will be held Tuesday in the
Blackburn Forum from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. This is an opportunity for freshman
students to find out more about HUSA and express their concerns to the
University's student leaders.
Career Fair, an event sponsored by the Career Services Division of Student
Affairs, will be held Wednesday from IO a.m. to 4 p.m. in Blackburn Ballroom.

Compiled by Chambre Malone

"The job should have better
incentives because it is not that
appealing. They should make it
more appealing and more money."

agement to cOnduct tours for groups, families, and individuals to promote the Uni1

Burr Gymnasium

"The University needs to
give them some incentive for
their work."

The bus loads of tourists that visit the
University over the course of the year often
times leave with the sense of unity, camaraderie, and overall a great time once the
Student Ambassador's have completed a
lesson in the Howard experience. However, with 61 active members, the Ambassador's contend they are more than just tour
guides.
The reason why many students decided
to attend Howard, the Ambassadors are
marketing tools, rigorously working under
the Office of Admissions. The Ambassadors are "an elite group of students"
selected by the Office of Enrollment Man-

2216 611, St.
Sick transport

2100 8'" St.

Unlocked door

interim staff. 11

Contributing Writer

Sick transport

Sick transport

Theft from auto

versity at college fairs and high schools.
Student Ambassadors, according to advisor Erin Jackson, must love Howard in
order to sell the University to perspective
students.
"Spreading the word, and gratification
of knowing that you got someone to come
to Howard University is tremendous. Student Ambassadors is not something you do
half-heartedly, you have to really love HU
and passing that word on only continues the
legacy," said Jackson.
Being the deciding factor in a perspective student's selection of college is not
only fulfilling the duties of the job, but is
rewarding as well.
Simone Hylton, a sophomore legal communications major, is constantly greeted by
students she had given tours to last spring,
her first semester as an Ambassador. ·
"It's an amazing feeling to see someone
you gave a tour to at the University. You're
their first impression of the school and its
important to let the love you have for
Howard shine through. I have a great love
for Howard and I want other people to
experience that same feeling,'' said Hylton.
The time and effort Ambassadors exert
reaps benefits when their work leaves an
impression on the students who decide to
attend Howard. Freshman Lauren Childress, a radio-television-film major,
expressed how impressed she was by the
presentation her Ambassador gave.
"My Student Ambassador was very
articulate. She shared with the group the
many opportunities that she had experi- ·

Students Opinions Var,y On

Natica Williams, Sophomore,
Architecture

BY DANIELLE MITCHELL

Contributing Writer
Weeks after tragedy struck the nation, many students are
trying to return their lives to normalcy. However, like most
people around the nation, students understand that although
what happened was tragic and can never be forgotten,
America is preparing itself for battle.
Appearing before Congress and in many press briefings, President Bush has vowed to destroy terrorism and punish evil. With
the country seemingly on the verge of war, students have varying opinions about how America should react.
With this issue affecting so many facets of the University's diverse student population, Howard students are divided on their feelings toward the impending war.
"We must show terrorists and the world that their tactics
will not be effective, nor tolerated against our nation, or else
we will fall victim to more terrorism," said Timothy
Williams, sophomore marketing major. Including Williams,
many students argue that such the Sept. 11th attack has left
our country vulnerable and that any response other than a
violent one will show weakness.
·

"If they go on strike they should
get someone else to do the job."
Lee Vason, Senior,

Administration of Justice

Compiled By Shala Wikon
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tudents

BY JANELLE STIELL

Student Health Center

Hazardous elevator

n

'

enced while at Howard like her internship
at the White House, her classes and interaction with professors, being at a renowned
HBCU and how great homecoming is!"
The impression made by the Ambassadors helps prospective students in high
school make a serious decision as to where
they will be continuing their education. As
expressed by Neale Abraham, the former
advisor of the Student Ambassadors,
"Enthusiasm, knowledge, and respect are
all components that shine through each of
our ambassadors. It makes a person stand
back and say, 'Wow! I want to be apart of
this HU family!"

'

Having the opportunity to share with
others the Howard experience leaves most
Ambassadors with a humbling feeling.
"Being able to give back to the University is awesome!" said Ambassador Derek
Kindle. "To be able to share the many great
experiences and friendships I've had at
Howard is great. "We are walking representations of Howard University in every
way," said Kindle.

i

Recently, the Student Ambassadors have
had a great deal of success outside of their
ambassadorship. According to Kindle,
Ambassadors "flourish through many leadership positions," citing the last two HUSA
presidents, Sella'no Simmons, and current
president Stefanie Brown as well as current
Miss Howard, Vallyn Smith come from the
organization.
Gaining entrance into the organization is
a competitive process. Last year, the
Ambassadors drew more than 100 applicants, however only 32 were admitted. In
addition to maintaining a 2.75 g.p.a, perspective ambassadors must pass a threepart process.
First, the application and'test followed
by an intense interview with a panel 6f current members ..The final phase is a presentation, where the applicant must give a
simulated mock tour to demonstrate how
well they can handle a group of students
and their curious parents.
The Ambassadors are also event coor- ·
•
dinators. This weekend the Ambassadors
will be having an open house, where
Howard hopefuls will be able to take in the
usual campus happenings like Friday's
Greek festivities on the yard, and the football against FAMU.

ar on Terrorism

Other students believe that the attacks themselves were a
declaration of war.
Waltreese Carroll, a junior accounting major said, "The
acts that took place on September 11th were astounding. In
order for America to maintain its honor and show that it will
not stand for terrorist attacks and innocent lives being
taken, action needs to take place. I'm not sure if was is necessarily that action, but something needs to happen." ·.
While this pro-retaliation sentiment is felt on campus,
many students do not believe violence will solve any of the
nation's current crises. To these students, a war would otlly
cause the loss of more innocent lives.
"Since only a small group committed this act, only a small
group should be punished. Action should be taken against
that group not an entire country. What is the difference
between their terrorism and ours if we kill the innocent?"
asked junior film major, Stephan Bryant.
Many students also complain about the lack of a tangible
enemy.
"A war on terrorism does not give the US a concrete opponent. Although Osama bin Laden is suspected, it is not
known whether he was behind the act or not. Many say we

need an enemy before war can be waged," Bryant said.
Students are also undecided about their feelings towards
what may be the next world war. Those with wavering views
said a paradox exists in America's recent victimization and
history of nationalism. In deciding whether to fight or not,
many argue that the U.S. must take a look at itself and its
policies before any violent action is taken.
"The US really needs to examine its foreign policies
before it can go for revenge because you have to remember: What goes around, comes around," said junior mathematics major, Yolanda Barber.
However, .the largest sentiment on campus proved to be
of students who believe that the United States does not know
enough information to wage war. "No, I don't think we
should go to war until we have all the facts, but until then
we should not. But, when we know for sure, then I think
war is necessary," says Alethea King, sophomore musical
theater major. "I, of course, am not for violence, which
would cause the loss of lives. However, if our country does
not respond in a quick and rational manner we will look vulnerable to the world," said Jasmine Maddox, a sophomore
English major.
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Firmwide Information Session
October 3, 2001
School of Business, Student Lounge, 6:00 pm
Technology Division
Information Session: October 15; 2001
Interview Date: October 19, 2001
School of Engineering
Firmwide Interviews
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School of Business
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Citigroup's revolutionary business model is shaping markets, trends, and quite a few careers. Could yours be next?
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Counseling Services Virtually
Unused After Attacks

From Page One
Griffith Stadium, a Howard Landmark
Frank Ceresi who hopes the symposium will sparks interest in the
stadium and inspires fans to donate
relics as well as funds.
Several features are being pro•
posed for the museum including
creating short and long form video
documentaries. increasing awareness and participation in baseball at
all levels. and launching a scholarly
initiative to address issues associat
ed with African-American aihletes.
Baseball History in the Making
Griffith Stadium served as the
home venue for baseball's Washington Senators (1903-1961 ), the
Negro League Homestead Grays
()932-1948), and the NFL expansion Washington Redskins ( 19341961). as well as civic events such
as local cadet training. citywide
church revivals. and the annual
Howard-Lincoln football rivalry.
The stadium played host to a

number of sports history's greatest
moments.
Mickey Mantle hit Major League
baseball's longest recorded homerun there in 1953. a 565-foot shot
that cleared the park.
Though. Negro league historians
say catcher Josh Gibson bettered
Mantle's homerun in the same park.
twice.

Griffith Stadium is also where Joe
DiMaggio became tlu: first major
leaguer to hit three home runs in
one game and Babe Ruth hit his
last American v-ague homerun.
Former Senator first baseman
Mickey Vernon especially remembers the opening day tnidition
where president threw out the ceremonial first pitch.
··one year l knocked one over the
scoreboard in right center opening
day against the Yankee,:· he said.
·'That didn't th.rill me half as much
as getting invited up to President

Eisenhower's bo" and shaking his
hand."
William H. Taft threw the first
presidential pitch in 1910 and John
F. Kennedy threw the last in 196 I.

Racism Near Park Grounds
Not everyone remembers Griffith
Stadium fondly however. In his
autobiography "If I Had A Hammer". Hank Aaron', only memory
of the surrounding community was
of one bitterly racist exchange at a
neighborhood restaurant.
While playing with the Negro
League's Indianapolis Clowns,
Aaron recalls being rained out of a
double header and trying to cat
break.fast at a nearby restaurant.
"I can still envision sitting with
the Clowns in a restaurant behind
Griffith Stadium and hearing them
break all the plates after we finished eating," Aaron writes." What
a horrible :;ound. Here we arc in

the capital io the land of freedom
and equality, and they had to
destroy the plates that had touched
the forks thar had been in the
mouths of Black men. If dogs had
eaten off those plates, they'd have
washed them."
City Neglect

they still might not give you the
right diagnosis. No one wants to be
bothered whli that kind of stuff,"
said Gyasi Moscou-Jackson.
While many students may believe
this characterizes health services
university-wide, it is not true. said
staff members of the counseling
center.
The center has posted walk-in hours
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays. Students can come in complete
'an intake form, and then meet with a
counselor. Because the counseling
services are broken down into sections. it makes seeing a counselor
more efficient, officials said.
Knowledge of the counseling service is not as much as the center
had had hoped for. The center

anticipates more awnreness in the
coming months as a result of the
terrorist attacks, said counseling
staff.
Howard's University counseling
service works in partnership with
the Mental Health Clinic, Howard
University Hospital, and the
Howard University Student Health
Clinic. The center is open Monday
and Wednesday from IOam- I 2pm,
and Thursdays from I pm-4pm for
walk-in sessions, or students may
call (202)-806--6870 to make an
appointment with a counselor.
Also offered at the counseling
center are a variety of academic
services that include training, testing preparation, and workshops.

Clark Griffith II. grandson of.the
original owner and namesake of the
stadium, regards the city's negligence in distinguishing the site of
the park as a uavesry. He likens it
to the Boston's curse of the Bambino or the Cubs· course of the goat.
"I don't believe that you're ever
going to get baseball back in Washington until you properly memorialize the location of your former
shrine to baseball,'' he said. " It
won't be until home plate and the
three bases are properly sited until
the karma shifts and baseball
comes back to the city."

Interested in Writing for The
Hilltop? Attend Weekly Budget
Meeting for Story Assignments.
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grov,~h IS cocour.aged. Weuffer a competitive ,ably and• total compcNOtio<I
p,cklL~. llcodits lll<e ~ c wade khcduks,l>usinCSS casual dtc$s, mtlncs.s
ccnrer< :md tutrlon 1"1robw,cmcnl m:dtc us a grc,it flt (or )'OU. It all ulccs
place on ll corpor.lle campus local~ •n the bean of downt0wn Des Molnn,
Iowa. You'll find our cocnpa(I)· olli:ts lhc opportunitlC$. cultw-< and ):!cndit.s
that you can grow Into ~•• .TRY US ON .fOR SIZE.

Call 806-6866 for more information

SCHOI.Al(Sl 111 •s
AND COAST GU~fl_D RESE1"V(......;;.

-

.,. ~

'"rs.
- .v:111
..,

..

let the U.S. Coast Guard help you
achieve your goals. By enrolling in
this program you'll train to become a
commissioned officer, while the
Coast Guard pays for your college
tuition. Everyday in the Coast Guard
you'll use your special trAining to
enforce the law, protect property and
even save lives. You'll be depended
on for sound judgement and professional performance, while developing
the physical and mental preparedness
to excel in life. Call to find out about
the exciting opportunities awaiting for
you in the Coast Guard.
Ehg1b1hty
U.S Cruzen.
Sopnomoros and Jun.ors in 4-year degree p<ograms a1 sn

HBCU, HACU or O(her app,oved lnsr,Mion
Maintain mnimum 2.5 GPA.
Be belWten 21 anCI 26 yeatS Old at lh& lime ol graduation.

PLUS
• $ 1800 month ly salary.
• Books and Fees.
• Leadership trai n i ng.

CALL TODAY

1-877-NOW-USCG·
ext 1788
College Stut1011t
Pre-Commiss1on1ng lnit1ativo

JOBSTHATMATTER
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Access your money 24·hours· a day. ·

II

l•

Pretty handy, considering you and your roommate stay up for 19 of them.

•'I
•

•

Without diversity,
how could you ever
unlock potential?
It takes a special combination of people to make a bank
a really great place to work. Are you one of them? To find
out more about being part of our success, visit our booth
at the Career Fair on October 3rd. Submit your resume through
the Career Center for pre-selection.
~
On-campus interviews take place
November 9th. You could be opening
www.suntrust.com
up a whole new world of opportunity.

SUNTRusr

I
'I

l•
I
I

•I

••
J

'

i•
•

•.
•I
I

•
••
•

t

'II

A drug screemng and Equal CJwotwrvty EmplO'jer, Wf/0/V. Member FDIC. C2001, SunTrust Banks, Inc.
SunTrust ,s a federally registered ~Mee mark or SunTrust Banks, Inc. mkt 434-01
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Explore.

~cw people. New po~sibiliric,s. At Vanguard, we're committed to a divcn.c workforce in which
lc.1dcr,; l"nlt'l'b-e hJ~cd on t:llcnt, iiuegrity, and dedication. ]f you're 1('(,k,ing for a dynamic
em'U'onment whtrc your career
grow o,·er the Jong ttrm, come to a ..;ompany that ""luc'> )Our

wm

umc.pa: qualitki., Come

t0

FORTUNE.

2001

100 BEST COMPANIES TO WORK FOR

Vanguard.

Vi,it ,,.ith \,, K\l:'IJd recruiter!- on the follov.,ing dar:

Camr Explor•tion D•y- Wednc,day, Oct. 3, 10:00•m • 4:00pm (A.J. Blackburn Uniwr.ity
Center Ballroom)
lnfom1•1ion Session• l\lond•y, Nov. 5.5:00pm - 7:00pm (Mu•ic Li•tcning Room)
IT lnt<nicw, -Tuesday, No,·. 6, 8:30am · 5:00pm (Caccer Center)
Lcndcrship Oevclopmenr Program lnten,cws- Tue,day, Nov, 6, 8:30.m - 5:00pm (Career ~nter)
Bu,inc,s Interview• - Wcdnc,day, Nov. 14, 8:30am•S:00pm (Career Center)

Ifyou arc u~blc to ancnd, send your tt'l\lme to:Thc

V,nguord Group, Job Code: PCOCIHU, P.O. Box
87b, Valley Hn-gc, PA 19482;or fax: (800) 478-0510;

or e-mail: r~mc~roumix.vangu:1rd.com. Please
type "resume" in the e-ma.il subject line.

vanguardcareers.com
•

The Sign ofn Lender.·
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The Students, Faculty and the Howard University Community

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN BEING AMONG
AMERICA'S MOST DISTINGUISHED COLLEGE
STUDENTS???

are Invited to:

IF SO, APPLY FOR

Eckankar:
"THE TRUER REALITY OF OUR TIME"
AN AFRICAf'.'I PERSPECTIVE
SP£Al<ERS'.

~· Jacob Oshodi

REsA

(NIGERIA)

Who's Who

f ·,

'
.l" FORD JOHNSON ESA

APPLICATIONS ARE
A\.fONG STIJDEN'J'~ IN
American U fliversities AVAILABLE IN THE
DEAN'S OFFICE OF
& Colleges
YOUR SCHOOL OR
COLLEGE
OR
7:)0Q/:Jc X7fJl(C .
THE OFFICE OF
c:
STUDENT ACTIVITIES

J" IRENE OUFU RESA
(GHANA)

(USA)

5 E PT EM 8 ER 29, 2001

SATURDAY

7:00pm
THE FORUM, BLACKBURN CENTER
THE PROGRAM WILL INCLUDE TALKS. CREATIVE ARTS AND CULTURAL DISPLAYS.

S@ntttttd b> lllt \\Jtfhi"P!P! PC , ~laolindHd Vjainia $11.1111 Sctsktia, l'I<
Fet mott infoflflltion:call (202)986-6713

\i Jt., ~ ',t l_•u ,{n,,,,:g \!tlfif:nt., !u

I n>1""l• file l 11ft •;Hitit:S

t.utft:,'...'i.'

, "t .,..,,.11:,~, u/ vul::mnulWg JJ:1.•tu ,111,'
·,r lbJunn;! ,;,. ,, '(/1.fl,t•n! 11/

f/0\1 \NL! l \ ti I- RSI/}
!IJ(l(l.2/}fl I

APPLICATION
DEADLINE:
MONDAY,
OCTOBER 1 , 2001
BY THE CLOSE OF THE BUSINESS DAY

L Ii

STATE DEPARTMENT INTERNSHIPS

D

INFORMATION ROUNDTABLE
SUMMER OVERSEAS ANI> PRESIDENTIAL MANA(iEMENT INTERNSHIPS (PM/)
WHERE:

TIIE BUNCHE CENTER

WREN:

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3rd, 3:30 PM

WHO:

VICTOR BLACKWELL, STEPRANCE BUSTER
HOWARD UNIV. FOREIGN AFFAIRS OVERSEAS
INTERNS AND
MARK STORELLA, STATE DEPARTMENT OFFICER
FORMER Pl\11, GEORGETOWN UNIV.

The Pmidrnt Managtmtnt Internships are open to Gnduatr Students. The Onneas
Summtr Internships are open to undergnduate and Graduate Students. Application
DEADLINES: October 11stfor the PM/; November I.ft for the SMmmu Internships.
Contact Diplomat in Residence, 1\1!. June Carter Perry. She will be available to di!Cuu
any concerns and qurstions you may have about the application process for both
Internships. Tel: 806-4363 at the Ralph J. Bunche International Affairs Center.

I
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Patriotism Edges Out Promotion

What's NewsIn Business and Finance

••

-

-

►

•

Stock Market Reels,
Re~ion Looms
Stocks went into a frenzy after
terrorist attaeks.
The stock market last week sul·
fered through one of its worst weeks
ever, with the Dow Jones Industrial
Average posting its biggest weekly
percentage Joss In 61 years. Stocks
rebounded early this week before
slumping again Wednesday. Some
analysts believe the market won't
stabilize unUI Investors recover from
the shock of the attacks and regain
confidence in the nation's stability.
Compounding that, a host of corpora·
lions are wamtng that their earnings
may be even lower than forecasts
made before Sept. 11. The attacks
may also drive many companies to
cul jobs in the weeks to come.
Before the attacks, some economists held out hopes that the econ·
omy could avert a recession. But now
most of the pros believe there's no
way around It. The consensus: The
downturn has begun and will last un•
til the end or t~e year. Many busi·
nesses and families are pulling oll
big spending-everything from tak·
ing vacations to building corporate
headquarters-until the picture im•
proves.
Many economists think the econ•
omy will rebound in 2002, and some
think the turnaround will come early
in the year. The government may try
to give the turnaround a hand: Law•
makers are preparing a package of
tax cuts and other economic-stimu•
lus measures that oould total as
much asSIOO billion next year.

Airlines and Insurers
Get Aid From D.C.

-·-·

--·
.
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Airlines and Insurance compa·
nies laced devastating losses arter
the attacks, but the government
moved quickly lo stem the losses.
Air-travel bookings plummeted In
the wake of the attack-and so dld
earnings forecasts. Many carriers
slashed thousands of jobs or furloughed workers; jet maker Boeing
said It may be forced to lay off 30.000
workers by the end of next year. In•
surers, facing an estimated liability
of S30 billion on the attacks, boosted
premiums and sharply reduced cov•
erage for airlines. Meanwhile, hotels
and !ravel agencies have been
flooded v.ith cancellation requests
and predict big losses-and job
cuts-in the montlls ahead.
The government delivered an aid
paekage that will give the airline ln·
dustry S5 billion in cash and SJO bll·
lion In loan guarantees. The government also will help airlines shoulder
their Increased insurance load.
Meanwhile. lawmakers are
preparing legislation that would give
the insurance industry a breather.
Under the prop0sed rules, the gov•
ernment would become the insurerol
"last resort" for practically all busi·
nesses that suller future terrorist at·
tacks-In other words, if insurers
can't pay damage claims, the government will.

Tech Industry Fears
A Crash Is Coming
The auaeks dealt another blow to
the already limping technology in·
dustry, as businesses and consumers
defer and recqnsider planned pur·
chases of electronic gear. This hesi·
tancy on the part of buyers is likely to
overwhelm the p0lential "replacement spending" on equipment that
was destroyed or damaged In the at·
tacks.
And that's just the next rew
weeks. The signs don't look good
down the road ellher. The uncertain
economy Is leading many companies
to shrink many technology•related
projects, or put them on hold.
Spending on online advertising
plummeted in the wake of the at·
tacks-bad news for ad-driven Web
sites. such as Yahoo, that were al•
ready reeling from an ad-spending
slump that started last year.

Advertisers Shih Focus

E-Commerce Hit
Online buying declined dunng the day

of the attacks and the day following.
(Online dollar sales, 9 a.m Sept. It

through 9 p.m. Sept. 12 EDn
% CHANGE

CATEGORY

Travel
Consumer electronics
Books
Apparel
Total online sales

-70
-58
-45
- 41
!.58

There were some bright sp0ts for
the tech industry, however: Sales of
mainframes, servers and storage
equipment picked up in the days af•
ter the 'attack as companies bolstered
their backup and recovery systems.
Sales were also strong for equipment
used to set up wireless networks,
videoconferences and Internet phone
calls. Meanwhile, some tech firms
are adapting their products to meet
an expected demand for security
equipment.

Back to Business
For Microsoft,.HP
Two of the biggest players in the
high-tech field resumed the daunting
tasks that raced them in the days be·
fore the attacks.
Microsoft Corp. got back to its an•
ti trust battle with the federal govern·
ment. Government lawyers said they
would make Microsoft's new operat•
ing system, Windows XP. a central
focus in the final round of court hear•
ings In their antitrust case against
the company. Among the restric·
For Walter S. Mossbtrg's review of
Windows XP, go to www.plech.wsj.com
and click on Personal Technology.

lions the government is likely lo seek
against Microsoft: banning the com·
pany from engaging in anllcompeti·
live contracts; forcing it to disclose
more of the inner workings ol Windows to other software makers; and
gil'ing computer makers more power
to distribute rival software on their
PCs while preventing Microsolt from
retaliating.
Microsoft. which is planning to
release Windows XP in late October.
said the conduct restrictions being
considered "are every bit as radical
as the now-discarded proposal to
break up the company." In a sepa·
rate move, Microsoft announced it
would modify plans for Its Passp0rt
service to allow rivals and other com·
panies to wt up similar services or
their own. Passp0rt is designed lo let
Internet users Jog on just once to get
access to a host of Web sites.
Meanwhile, Hewlett-Packard Co.
and Compaq Computer Corp. got
back to the stump, trying to sell customers, stockholders and employees
on the idea of combining the two
companies. Company executives ar•
gue that the combined corporation
would create a large platform of
products that work together and help
the companies cut costs.
Reaction to the plan has been
strongly negative, with stock-market
analysts expressing doubts about the
combination and investors sending
both companies' shares sliding. The
terrorist attacks, and fears about Jhe
economy, have only deepened the
miSjPVlngs.

Railroads May Get
H elp From U.S.
Senate Democrats are consider•
ing a mulllbillion-dollar investment
in passenger rail service as part of
the package to revive the battered
economy. The prop0sed infusion-as
much asS37 billion-would be a boon
for struggling Amtrak. Meanwhile. a
Republican lawmaker planned to introduce legislation to provide $71 hll·
lion in funds, Joans and other assis•
lance for a nationwide high-speed·
rail network.
By '!Obert J . Toth

THIS WEEK AT:
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• Wall Street Firms Trim
Campus Re<:ndtlng
Bears prevail: Second-year M.B.A.
students are used to receiving sjgn•
on bonuses from big brokerage
firms during the fall semester.
These days, just landing an inter·
view slot is a coup.
• Job-Search Se<:rets From
a Re<:ent Grad
Words of wisdom: What's the most
helpful thing you can do to find a
Job alter graduation? Stop procras·
tlnatlng and start looking now,
says Nancy Fann, a May2001grad·

&College
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•
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uate of New York University.
• Telling Tales Can Bolster
Your Next Job Interview
A true original: To win a job oller.
you must stand out from the pack
when meeting with employers.
Here's advice on how to use anec•
dotes about your experience to im·
press a prospective boss.

overnight. FleetBoston Flnancial's
Times Square video display had lea•
lured a list or New York automated·
In Wake of Attacks;
teller machine locations, Including
the World TradP Center. Alter the at·
Hard Sell Is on Hold
tack it started telling viewers they
can
donate to the Red Cross at Fleet
By /\,~NA \VnJJ~ MATl{;."IIS
branches. "The idea was to put the
he neon of Times Square has sign to public use right away," says
taken on a red, white and blue Rena DeSisto. Fleet's senior vice
cast. In the wake of the terror- president for corporate communlca·,
ist auacks, advertisers are lions in New York. "H's not a time to
stripping commercial mes· be promotional."
Such shills are occurring
sages from the iconic displays
and replacing them with images of • throughout the advertising industry.
American 0ags, charitable mes· from billboards all the way down to
e-mail marketing campaigns. Some
sages and patriotic phrases.
Across the country, advertisers Internet retailers say they've de·
and outdoor-advertising companies Jayed mass mailings out of concern
have been switching promotional that hard sells or boasts of rock-bot·
displays to renec1 a newly somber, tom prices may be seen as inappro•
patriotic mood. Commercial mes· priate in the attacks' aftermath.
sages are being toned down or re• Some also say that Internet retailers
placed, as companies rush to assoc!· have to be more careful than, say.
ate themselves with the community outdoor advertisers, lo avoid appear·
Ing exploitative by sending out a barspirit unleashed by the attacks.
"Everyone is seeing what every• rage or patriotic images and sympa·
one Is doing and joining in," says thy messages. E-mails strike 1nany
Mike McGraw, an executive at Clear customers as a more personal form
Channel Spectacolor, a unit of Clear or communication than traditional
Channel Communications. that fo- advertising.
cuses on Times Square displays.
'Return to Normalcy'
Tempered Mood
Blu•fiy Inc .. a NewSork•based
The shift is an early example of Internet rel alier of discount designer
the tone emerging in advertising goods. was scheduled to send out a
"hot deals" e-mail promotion Sept.
generally alter the allacks: scaled
back, sober and emphasizing public 12, the day alter the attacks. The e•
service rather than a hard sell. ·we mail would have touted designer
wanted to do something 10 reflect dresses at 70'k off, a sele<:tlon of "hot
that II is not business as usual," says items· for Sl9.99. designer ties and
Steve Sturm, vice president ror mar• merchandise for children. The re·
ketlng at Toyota Motor Sales. a unit tailer instead delayed its e-mails un•
of Japan's Toyota Motor. The com• til last Thursday. Bluefly added a
pany's Times Square video display preamble 1hat touched on the deli·
cate balance between returning to
shows an American nag.
Toyota is reassessing all its ad· normal activity and reflecting on the
vertising. Promotional messages tragedy: "While we fully recognize
"have to be tempered ... to reflect the that shOpping may not be a priority
mood ol 1he American public and the of yours at this time. we are resum•
somberness of the times." ~Ir. Sturm ing our regular weekly e-mail sched·
ute In ao ellort to try to return to norsays.
Some advertisers saw aspects of malcy.·
For billboard advenlsers, it may
1heir messages ~me irrelevant

T

Time s Square advertiser• 11re among the com)lllmes that Cln? changing
their outdoor displays to shoit' patriotic a,1d p11blic·.'il'rt'ice messages

take longer to return to something
1·esembling "normalcy· simply be·
cause their messages are so much
more public. Messages are gojng up
across the country, many as part of a
c~mpaign organized by the Outdoor
Advertising Association of America
tllat uses the simple statement: "In
God We Trust. United We Stand." At
the end of the same day of the at·
tacks. executives al NC. a subsidiary of .Japan's Matsushita Elec·
trlc Industrial, decided to redo the
company's big display in Times
Square. II had read. "Excite Your
Senses... World Leader in Audio and
Video." The day after the attacks,
the display swllched to the Outdoor
Advertising Association's message.
Lamar Adl'ertising is putting up
about 150 giant billboards and at
Jeasl 1,500 smaller ones around the
country. as well as giving discounts
to customers who want to mount pub•
lie-service messages. Clear Channel
is donating space rrom 50 huge. 14·
by-~8-1001 billboards, as well as hundreds of slighlly smaller displays.
The campaign will link the corn•
pany's name with charitable associ·
ations. by featuring the address
clrarchannel.Cflm, whrre p 'Opie can

donate to a relief fund.
"We want to do anything we ca
for support,.. says Rob Richard:
Clear Channel Outdoor se.nlor ,1c
president.
II can be an expensive declsio
for advertisers. HomeBanc Mor
gage pays more than SI0,OOOa mont
to advertise on a 28-by•SHoot bll
board in downtown Atlanta. It ha
featured the company's Internet se1
vice, but now will show a Red Cros
phone number. along with the me,
sage "God Bless America.· Th
bank's logo won't comple1ely vanish
It is in the lower right-hand corner.
Companies that want to make
statement don't want to appear to b
exploiting the message for comme1
cial gain. ln Dallas. radio statio
KBFB-FM, owned by Radio One, i
covering its logo and name on som
billboards v.ith an American na
and tile message. "God Bless Ame1
lea." Photos of some of the station'
on-air personalities still will be o
display.
·1 wanted to make sure It wasn'
sell-serving." says George Laughlin
general manager of the station.
lt'a/1 SJrrel Jounwl staff reporte
F.nn ll'hilr rontribu/ed lo thirnrtic/e

Survival Gror

••

Gets Big Boost
In U.S. S<UR$
uslness is picking up for
Sharon Packer. who runs a
small Sall L.-ike City firm that
sells Sv.iss•made bOmb shel·
ters starting at Sl6,000.
Before the terrorist at·
tacks of Sept. II, her Utah Shelter
Systems sold aboul one shelter a
month. mostly to people worried
about tornadoes or earU1quakes. This
past Thursday alone. she took six or·
ders, all from people seeking protec·
lion against chemlcal or biological at·
tack. "When I went to bed I still had
93 e-mails to answer," Ms. Packer
says.
Phones are ringing oll the hook at
Neotcrik Health Technologies Inc. in
Woodsboro. Md., where anxious cus·
tomers are paying $259.99 each for
Survivor-brand gas masks and S495
for enclosed•bubble protectors for ba·
bles and pets.
F'ears of more terrorist assaults
are pro1iding a huge boost to the sur•
vivalist industry and other purveyors
oJ emergency supplies and advice. In
part. this is because the U.S. has no
mass civil-defense sheller system.
The F'ederal Emergency Management Agency doesn't oller recom·
mendatlons on what to do in lite event
of a chemical or biological bombing,
calling such events unlikely. ·we
don't view it as a significant threat
and it's really not part of our p0llcy,"
says spokesman Marc Wolfson.
So survivalist merchants work to
fill this void. Utah Shellers, for in•
stance, sells refuges designed to be
dug into the ground, which range in
price from Sl6,000 for a 32-loot-Jong
steel silo to 533,000 for a J0•by•SO·feeJ
chamber that Ms. Packer, the firm's
co-owner. calls "a ,irtual second
home ...complete with air condition·
Ing. chemical toilets, light fixtures
and vented air."
Al the American School of De·
tense, a distributor of nuclear, bio·
logical and chemical protection gear
in Kansas City. Kan .. owner Jade Ed·
wards says he typically sells about
100 M·95 brand gas masks a month;
he sold 1,000 last week. Kurt Wilson.
owner of Survival Enterprises, which
sells survivalist products over the In·
ternet and at a store in Coeur d'A·
lene, Idaho. says sales olready·to-eat
food and kerosene lamps have dou·
bled in the past two weeks. "Business
was slow for a Jong time," he says,
"Now they call me up and say 'I've
got S2,000 to spend.'"

B

By Wall Stroot Journal staff reporters
Joseph Pereira, Barbara Carton and
Kelly K. Spors.

A successful future starts
with The Wall Street Journal.

-·
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'
You won't find a better resource
than T he Journal fo r news and
industry trends that can help you
preP,are for everything from life after
college to your next spring break.
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A student subscription to T he Wall Street
Journal includes both the print and online
(WSJ .com) editions. So, you can be sure that
you'll receive the most up-to-date news as well
as special tools to help you plan your career.

With The Journal you'll get:
Knowledge and insight on how
textbook theories work in the real world
Customizable news when and how you want it
Briefing Books and 30-day archives - great for
company research and interview preparation
Summaries of the day's top news stories
Small Business Suite - ti ps and tools for
starting your own business
For more inforn1ation about special subscription rates for students, call
1·800-975-8602 or visit info.wsj.com/students
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This is a story
••
BY YOU
Hilltop Staff Writer

This could have easily
been your byline if you
would have come to our
budget meeting n,esday
and picked up a story.
This could have been
your nru11e above this. Let
us try this again. To write
for The Hilltop, the
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"Nations Largest Black
Collegiate Newspaper"
and the student voice of
Howard University, con1e
get a story.
We are located on the
plaza level of the Howard
Plaza West Towers. Our
weekly n1eetings are
Tuesdays at 7 p.m. Come
and you be the judge. The
Hilltop. Get your byline
into it!
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U.S. DEPAR T M E NT O F S TA TE

Be the Face of America to the World
www.fortignSen itt Urten .gov

-

EURIAL ADMIRE SPONTANEOUS NV

SUCCESSFUL
•

We invite Howard University students to a presentation

\

\

Tuesday, October 2, 2001
5:00pm - 7:00pm
School of Business Faculty Lounge
Merrill Lynch is an equal opportunity employer
Our advice about your next career move: be bullish
•

ml.com/careers

~ Merrill Lynch

C 2001 Merrill lynch & Co., Inc.
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Its what we' re about.
The MOTIVATION to give our fellow students the
•
best that we can possibly deliver.
The MOTIVATION to continue to be the #1 ranked
black college newspaper in the country.
The MOTIVATION to do it twice a week.

•
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The Hilltop, Since 1924
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DO YOU HAVE A REFUND CHECK??
LEt'S FIND OUT!!!!!!!

WWW.HOWARD.EDU

(CLICK)

ENTER
ENTER
(CLICK)
(CLICK)
(CLICK)

1

J..

BISON WEB
STUDENT ID#
\
PASSWORD (YOUR BIRtHDAY)
STUDENT ACCOUNTS & FINANCIAL AID
STUDENT RECORDS,
SUMMARY BY TERM (ACCOUNT WILL DISPLAY)

WHEN YOU SEE ''CHECK REFUND'', THIS MEANS
YOU HAVE A REFUND AVAILABLE.

REFUND CHECKS SHOULD BE PICKED UP AT THE
FOLLOWING LOCATION:

BLACKBURN CENTER
ROOM 142
8:30 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.
'
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IRA PORTER, Edi1or-i11-Chief

CHRISTOPHER WINDHAi\1, Managing &litor

Fo1111ded

JAMYE SPILLER,Ma11agi11g Editor
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The New Racism
ne,, racism.
nce again, America has proved
What is funny is that mainstream Amerirace matters. Prejudice reigns
ca
(white people) did not initially suspect
supreme and it has just taken on
a new scapegoat. America isn't certain
a white man as the person who bombed a
foderal building in Oklahoma and they did
who hijacked the planes that crashed into
the World Trade Center and the Pentagon
not persecute white men after it happened.
on Sept. 11. The alleged culprits are priThey did not harass or attack middle age
white men after they discovered the idenmarily Arab and Muslim. So what docs
that say of others with the
tity of the Unabomber.
same race and religion? Do
\Vhen Arabs crash a plane
they all hold the same sentiinto the World Trade Cenments as those who
ter, all Arabs are harnssed
hijacked the plane'? Is the
and suspected of terrorism.
whole religion and ethnic
Racism in America still People need to stop.
grpup to be looked upon as
Black Americans should
and it is spreading
suspects?
be most understanding of
instead of getting better what Arab Americans are
No. But they arc. Arab
Americans are now experiexperiencing right now.
encing the same racism
They can relate to the
blacks in this country have been dealing
stares and unwarranted hate toward them
from mainstream Americans.
with and continue to do so. Since news
broke of the attacks there have been
What if the people who flew into the
reports of brutality against Arab AmeriWorld Trade Center were black? The botcans. A little more than a week ago a
tom line is that racism is so prevalent in
group of Arab Americans were forced to
this country. The fact is that there has been
leave an airplane because other passengers increased to include others besides blacks.
were afraid to travel with them. That is the It needs to stop.

u
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Our View:

The Jordan Effect
uring war times, sports has
ington Wizards season begins.
always been a source of enterThis minor distraction can serve to aid
tainment that has been a welthose who may need something to ease
come distraction by those who were on the their pain as they deal with the havoc left
h!:)me front. With the impending war upon behind from the Tragedy. It may also give
us. this time is no different. The return of
die-hard sports fans something to look forMichael Jordan to the game
ward to since other area
of basketball could not have
sports teams are not peroome at .i better time.
forming up to par.
Jordan is not the cure all
His return will not only
to the country's woes, but
help those who attend the
Michael Jordan's return game and are glued to the
his return will help the
is a catalyst to
dountry. as well as the Distelevision, but also those
tfict in some areas. The
victims of the crisis. Jordan
help the country
hotel and restaurant indushas decided to donate his
return to normal.
tries have suffered since
salary to those directly
Sept. I I tragedy as well as
affected by the Tragedies.
'<,iiffcrcnt businesses. Now, they have
Michael Jordan's return has not served to
begun preparmions for the influx of peohelp the country in its state of crisis, but it can
ple that arc sure to come once the Washbe one of the catalysts to aiding the country.

•

What's Your Opinion?
e encourage our readers to write letters to the Editor. Tell us-what you think
about the paper and its contents. We strive to produce a qua]jty weekly with
news pages that are devoid of slant or personal bias. Please address all letters
or comments to The Hilltop. 2251 Sherman Ave., NW, Washington DC, 20001.
You can also e-mail us at thehilltop@hotmail.com
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The Hilltop. Be Heard.
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Our View:
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America Must Move On
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PAGE DESIGNER
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EDITOR

definitely be nothing but more layoffs
Reagan National Airport's
closing money in the District
affecting our economy tremendously.
has been at a stand still.
Money is not the only motive but supthough Wall Street has been affected and
port is another factor to take into consider~he nation largely has been affected it is
ation. If there is one thing that is certain
time for us to move on. The Dow has
that all American's have in common is
seen its lowest figures and years and
that we were all affected by this incident.
Americans as a nation may remain United The impact the parties responsible has
but as many flags as we tote it is necessary made on this country is not only financial
for us to remember what we were doing
but psychological. The defeat of our
before this tragic incident.
country only can be allowed
The District is losing lots of
if we sit around and U1row
tnoney. However it is known
pity parties.
that the cost of the terrorism
We must live our lives as
on a daily could never equate
before in order to keep the
those of the families and
natural order of America.
We must go forward
friends affected by the Ii ves
and not be defeated Though some of us may still
lost.
be in shock, it is necessary for
by
terrorists.
It is time for America to
us to still support our local
not j ust carry its flag, but
businesses rather the person's
also carry themselves as
ethnicity or race. It is necesthey did previously Though there may
sary for us to try to continue life as we knew
never be a nomial again after this incident, it. This event has affected everyone from
life must go on. Many Americans are
Broadway to the Smithsonian and Disney
afraid to fly and that has caused mitjor lay- World. There is no reason at all that we
offs in the industry. Planes arc safe, just
should alter our lives in fear of what may
security must be stepped up. And as many happen by terrorists tomorrow because by
keep these fears in their minds there will
this they will only win the War.
;

ll
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Our View:

Now in ii\ 77th year. The Hilltop is written and produced every Tuesday and Friday by the
students of Howard University. With a readership of more than I0,000 students and community members, the Hilltop is the largei.t black collegiate newspaper in the nation.
·
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are the views of the The Hilltop Editorial Board
and do not directly reflect the opinion of Howard University. its Administration, individual Hilltop Policy Board members, or 1he s1udent body. The opinions expressed on the Per..pectives page
arc those of the writers and do not represent the view of the Editorial Board.
The _Hilltoe enc<_>urages you to share y<_>ur opini~ns on articles published in the newspaper.
The Hilltop Ed1tonal Board reserve~ the nght to edit letters for space and grammatical errors.
All letter.; should be tYJ)<!d. signed and include a complete address and telephone number. Please
send letters to: 2251 Shennan Ave., N\V, Washington, D.C. 2000 I. Questions, comments and
letters can also be sent via email 10: thehilltop@hotmail.com.
The deadline to submit ads to the paper is the Friday preceding publication.The advertising
depanmcnt can be reached at (202) 8064749. The editor can be reached ai (202) 806-4748.
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PERSPECTIVES
Dance is a
"Real" major
Metanoya Webb
When one hears biology major,
1hey often say, "lhal's a diffic1tl1
major. you have 10 do a 101 of math
and science.'' when one hears psychology major 1hey say, '1hal's a difficult major. you have 10 do a lot of
reading and analyzing bu1 unfor1una1ely. when one bean; dance major.
!hey immeclialely respond, ·'oh tbal's
an easy major all you have 10 is
dance:· ll may be surprising. but
lhal's no1 the case. The word easy is
defined by the Oxford American Dic1ionruy as not difficult. done or
ob1aincd wi1hou1 grea1 el'for1, simple;
dance does no1 fall under the ca1egory
of !his defini1ion. Some srudent's on
HU's campus have formula1ed their
own stereo1ypical opinions on what
they consider a "real major'' to be.
with dance often times no1 being seen
as one. What these individuals tend
to overlook is 1hat dance is an art. and
consist of much more than the ability
10 execute choreographed movements. Dance entails a lot of intense
thinking. complex writing, and a
devout comrnirment to grasp a better
knowledge of this performing ar1.
The decision to minor in dance at
Howard University is a very impor•
ranr decision that a student must seriously think about prior 10 their
entrance into the Dance Program.
The-course load for this program is
compact; because even rhough you
are a Fine Ar1s major with a concen•
1rotion in dance you still are required
to take basic bu1. impcMive classes
like, English, history, math, etc. Par-

ticipation in these classes molds you
in10 a well-rounded sllldem. For
example. Dance Major Orientation 1
is a required class for all dance
majors, and is usually taken in the
fall semester of their freshman year.
This class is only wor1h Icredit but
i1s syllabus has more assignments for
I class lhat I have ever seen. Participants in this class are required 10
keep a daily journal on the inforn1ation being learned in class and also
on the corrections given in class by
lhe instructors. They also have 10
attend a total of 11 performances
over the course of the semester.
which includes writing and critiquing
each of these stage performances.
These srudents have to attend dance
class Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thun;day, Saturday and Sunday, with
some classes starting as early as 7:30
in the morning (pos1-modern
release). According 10 the change of
your body and your ability to grasp
inforn1a1ion, you may even have to
take class on Friday. Saturday. and
Sunday nights. It is lhe responsibili1y
of these dancers to make time to
study, ea1. sleep, and if time permits
after all of this strenuous physical
and menial work, go out and have
fun.
In my opinion dance de.,;erves just

as much recognition and respect as
any of the other majors offered on
Howard University's campus. Being
a dancer is a very hard job and no
person should ever look at dance as
being an EASY minor'.

Hilltop Reporting
and
Writing Workshop Coming Soon...

·-

Letter to the Editor
Dear Khalfom.
As a Nigerian American (That's someone
who's parenls were born in Nigeria, but they
weren'I ) l found your article 10 be quite interesting. I immediately wondered what you consider yourself. "African American", •·black
American" or just plain old American.
See, I don'1 qui1e understand why the
hyphena1ed Americans on this campus are considered "pre1enders" for wanting to remember

and identify with a culture 1hat' I personally
thank GOO everyday I Still have. Knowledge
of self. Something that whether you agree with
or not, many African Americans lack.
Do I claim American when I want fi nancial
Aid, or a job? Sure. By American law, I am
allowed 10. And I plan on taking advan1age of
every opponunity I have as a citizen. I may not
be 1he most patriotic person. that's the beauty
of America: I don't have 10 be.
I am fairly lluen·t in my native language, I

participate in my cultural events at home, the
same way that a Mexican American or Japanese American would. So. how am I pre1ending
to be what I was born into? If I choose 10
befriend other Nigerians, or black Americans
1ha1 is my personal choice. In the end, I still am
who I am. That is all I can ever be. Besides,
with a name like Khalfani Walker. you might
want 10 e-mail your parents your article.
Chizoba Udeorji ...... not Chizoba Walker or
Chizoba Jones. UDEORJ I.

Why Howard? Why Not?

•,

Jonathan C. Sims

..

- - - ----- - - - - - -------- ------- ---- ---- ---- ------------- ..
Did you ever stand on the yard and just slop
and think like: "Why am I here?" I thought that
my freshmen year. Now 1am asking myself
another question: "How did I get so blessed 10
be a Bison?" 11 came 10 me that is what I am
truly now.
See I made the decision like everyone did.
For some odd reason when I was in the sevcn1h
grade I knew I wanted 10 come here. "But how
could you go to a school that you haven ·1 been
10 or seen:· That is when I knew it was a vision
higher 1han me. I ;1pplied to every "prestigious"
school from Duke to Georgetown, got in: got
scholarships but I sti ll knew where I wanted 10
be"HU". But my parents wcren·1having that.
(Sound comn,1on to anyone else reading this.)
Well, hey why not go 10 some "prestigious"
school where I can learn and get this great cduca1ion and go out 1hcrc and help "my people."
Well 1hc time came for me 10 make my decision
and the choice was already known 10 me but I
guess my parents had their own'vision but if any
one reading this that knows me they know the
outcome from my s1ubbom personality.
I remember arguing about coming 10 Howard
ins1ead of UNC or Georgetown. I refused. Then
one day the moment would happen that would
change my life forever. I would always remember my summer in DC going into my freshmen
year of college. I slaycd with a family friend
who showed me around and showed me
Howard. 1 had already received everything and
knew 1would be coming here but once I pulled
up in a 98 Maxim in June 1999 looking up at

Founders I knew 1 was home.
My heart dropped and I finally fol1 as if my
placement on this campus was enscripled m
some type of manif'cst destiny. See I didn't
know anything aboul being a Bison. I didn ·1
look like I fitted in bu1 I was s1ill accepted as a
visi1or. 11was like a family reunion and someone just fixed me a plale. That is love. That is
Howard.
Well I moved into Howard on my binhday in
August I finally had come to a point of being on
my own. On my eiglueetllh binhday I had
acquired a living space (because if you lived in
Drew you know what 1 am 1alking aboul) and a
microfridge. My parents both 1old me 1hnt; ''if
you don·1 like ii just lei me know because we can
get you out of there." It was like failure was
already destined. See I also acquired knowledge.
Knowledge that my destiny was 1101 their plan.
My plan of Howard just astonished me. Top
know that I was treading the same grounds as
greats like Charles Drew at 1he hospital. W. E. B
DuBois at the gates, Zora Neal Hurs1on in the
valley. Dr. Manin Luther King Jr. in Rankin.
Thurgood Marshall in founders and my anccs1ors Emmet and Morris. Yes we migh1 nol know
it but we all may have or had some lineage 1ha1
ties back to this Universi1y. I am at the Mecca.
And Howard only makes me love it belier day
by day.
Only at Howard can you go in Blackbum Jnd
be greeted by the radiance of Ms. Robena
McLeod. Only Howard can give you a 1ruc student section at football games and now basket-

)

ball games. Only Howard can give you some of
the most down to eanh professor.; and adminis1ra1ors. OK Howard may not have invented
"The Yard" but we perfected ii." Whether it's
the chicken from the Punchou1. late nights in
UG L, that first club outing, your first .... Home- ,r
coming. (You know I would not go there.)
I will truly say this the slogan for the Univer-'
sity ~ays Leadership for America and the Global
Community. well I can say that I 1ruly feel and ' '
know 1ha1 I am one. It is 1101 through my positions on campus but through the place of my li fe •,
now. You can strip me of my Sony internship,. ,
Hilltop aniclcs, Pagean1 coordinating. and any- ,)
thing else I have iaken head on bu1 you could
never 1ake the spirit of this Bison. Someone
higher 1hen me had a vision and now I am still ·"
wailing 10 figure 0111what is going 10 happen
nCXI.

My parents now sing 1he praises of Howard,
because they see the vision and have taken their , ,
blucprin1 for my life and see that Destiny always
complimen1s what is se1. I ha,e 1wo years left
and I know will conti nue to 1akc it all in. 1 would
never give up Drew, Kool-Aid, valida1ion stickers. La Bamba ·s, walks down power hall. Home•
coming. a winier snow. a spring day on the yard.
or all of the family I have gained in my 1wo quick
years here for a ··prestigious" University.
Because you know one thing I would definitely nor call Howard a ·'pr~s1igious" school. it ,s
beyond 1ha1 expectation. However. there is
another word 1ha1 comes to mind 1ha1 ,tans with
•p'. thal being "promising:·

Corrections

I I

I '

In l a s t' s Friday 's i ss u e, th e photo th a t acc omp a in e·d
th e s tory " Student Ent e rpuenu e r s Lo o k To Bro a d e n
H or i z o n s " wa s i ncorrect l y publi s hed. Th e a b o ve i s th e
co rr e ct pho t o . P ictur e d (L - R)Jam e s Campo s and D a vid
"Big D ave " Hud s on - Sm i th o f R e n a i ssa n ce Pro du c ti o n s

PLEASE NOTE:
The views expressed on the Perspective
pages of The Hilltop are soley the
opinions of the authors names above them. ·
They do not reflect the views of
The Hilltop Editorial Board.
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TOMORROW

.

12 NOON, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29 @ GREENE STADIUM
HOWARD lJNIVERSITY vs. Florida A&M University
STUDENTS \.\1ITH ''CAPSTONE CARDS" MAY PICK UP A FREE TICKET AT CRAMTON AUDITORJUl\1
LOWER LEVEL
TODAY, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, FROJ\111 Al\l TO 7 Pl\i
- NO FREE STUDENT TICKETS ON DA,, OF GAME -

PLEASE NOTE: Despite the initial rush for tickets for the Hampton ga1ne, there ,vere plent) of.1 student tickets left.
CONGRATULATIONS -~o THE BISON FO TH" 41 TO 15 WIN AT MORGA · "1 TE LAST WEEK!!
Congratulations to Tracy \'\'bite - MEAC Defensive Pia er of th~
k!
?

.

'

WOMEN'S SOCCER
HOME GAME TODAY vs. Binghamton
6PM, Friday, Sept. '28 @GREENE
GOOD LUCK TO MEN'S SOCCER! !

CONGRATULATIONS TO WOMEN'S SOCCER
FOR 1'HE \\'lN ,·s. Rider College &

@ Albany (foday) and

FOR WINNING IBE

Binghamton (on Sunday)

'

Penguin Cup Tournament, Youngsto,\'D., OH
All-Tournament :Players: Ranieka Bean, r'-arisma
Horne, trina H'n~ & Kamilah ~aters
T

BEST WISHES TO:

I

i

@ 'l'HE 'HOWARD CLASSIC (Hampton,VCU, St. Francis)
J

'
•

i
I

•

_________,;;;Y;;;_;e;.st
; ;. .; e.. ; .rd
; ; ;. .; ; . ay
; ;.; ; and 10am Today., Friday Sent 28

CONGRATULATIONS TO:

--

The B....---.
URR

. --· --

i
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l
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MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY @ Mt. St. Mary's!!
Best Wishes at George Washington Invitational tomorrow!!

I

••
•

I

1
!

CONGRATU

T(ONSTO:

I

•I

1

•

•

For their\\ins vs. Delaware St. & Hampton!!
Best Wishes@MEAC North Division in Crofton, MD!!

BEST V uHES TO:

■

''! i,'
~-~"1: .,: .

'.{;~£.'\~-J.
.

" J,t.;_./ .....: ·
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MEN & ,voMEN @DC Metro Tiournament, Today, Sept. 28 thrn Oct. 1
Division of Student Affairs

September 2001
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By JOSI.ff SAWYER & AISHA CHANEY
Hilltop Staff Writers

W

hen Michael Jordan announced his secon~ NBA comeback Tuesday, one question popped into the minds of
studenis: "How can I get Wizards Ticketsr'
"If tickelS were to go on sale tomorrow, I would be at Gallery
Place first thing, Jordan is a legend. it's like seeing Mohammed
Ali box again," junior Fareeda Shabazz. said.
Jordan added a new wrinkle to his legacy by announcing he is
ending his three-year retirement to return game of basketball.
"I think Michael Jordan is a great basketball player and it's
good that he's returning to play for the Wizards. They should go
pretty far this year," senior Mignon Schley said.
Jordan made the announcement with his classic signature, a
faxed statement to the media thnt said only, ''l'm back."
Jordan will be returning to the hardwood wearing the same number 23-jersey that made him a culture icon for
millions of fans. This announcement ended his 3-year hiatus that has seen Jordan's as President and Pan Owner of
the Wizards and Capitols.
In his brief stint as president and P8l1 owner Jordan severed ties with overpriced forward Juwan Howard, aging
guard Mitch Richmond, and disgruntled guard Rod Strickland. Jordan also 0exed his front office muscle by
drafting Kwan1e Brown, making Brown the first high school athlete to be drafted number one overall in the
NBA. Jordan was also able to personally select longtime friend and former coach Doug Collins to fill the void at
coaching.
But some students still wonder if at age 38 Jordan is going to be the same 23 that took his last shot by pushing
off on Utah Jazz Guard Byron Russell for the game winning shot in the 1998 NBA Finals.
"He reiircd so I think he should stay retired. He's too old to come back and I think he's just trying to outdo players
like Kobe B1)'3Ilt and Allen Iverson who run the ,how now. Hejll5t can't accept the fact that tlieir are younger players
that will eventually be better than him," freshman Gary Brooks said.
This comeback may have more financial cons than pros. In order to play for tl1e Wizards Jordan had to relinquish his
position as President of Wizards' operations. I le also had to sell his 10% holdings of the Wizards and Capitols to head
of minority ownership Ted Lconsis who was directly responsible for Jordan coming to the nations capitol last season.
.
\
League rules prohib11 a
player to have ownership
say in a team while under
contract. and tl1ere were no
provisions put in place for
Jordan to regain his shan.'S
when retirement number
three approaches.
Subsequently Jordan is
no longer Chicago's one
year 30 million dollar
man. He inked a two-year

-

S 1.3 million ,taning
contract.
and as a
good
Samaritan
Jordan will
donate the
first year,;
salary the
to victims

of the Septcmbcr 11
terrorist~
attacks on
New York and Washington DC.
The terrorist attacks have directly
affected Jordans' return. who was
scheduled to make the announcement last week bm was postponed
due to the ongoing events.
One immediate effect about this comeback is a renewed interest in basketball by latent fnns.
"I don't really follow NBA basketball so Michael Jordan's return isn't a big deal to me, but I will go to one of
the games since he'll be playing right here in DC. If his comeback doesn't improve the teams performance. then
it'll definitely improve their fan base." sophomore Brandi James said
Jordan is one of the most n.-cogn1Lable spo11s ligurcs and has already boo,tcu Wizard ticket and merchandise
sales. When the news hit hundreds oftickeLS were~natchcd by cager fan, itching to see Jordan gmcc the 0oor of
the MCI Arena Downtown.
Season Tickets arc going so fast it is almost impossible to calculalc how many have been sold said Wizards
spokesman Mall Williams. The only tickets that remain are club level and upper level seating. Sanctions arc in
place to make sure 1,500 individual tickets arc available for each {plme.
The first Wiwds preseason
game is against the Detroit
Pistons a team that Jordan
stmggled to overcome early in
his c:u-ccr.
The first Wi1ards game is
at Madison Square Garden
against the New York Knick$.
When Jordan came back in
1995. his first stan was
against the Knicks. The end
result was Jordans' legendary
double nickel, 55 points.
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Whats poppin in DC this weekend???
/

Saturday 9/29

Friday 9/28
Laughter is the best medicine. HEADLINERS, takes main stage@ Joe's Crab
Shack, 7935 Wisconsin Ave.. Bethesda. Featuring comedian Hoop (30 I) 647-5745

Wednesday 10/3
Get in the Water! The Wacer Boys Perfonn on Wcdi.esday
@ che9:30 Club
7:30 pm Washington. DC

Jau to the Limit! IM AX JAZZ CAFE featuring Tony Martucci, and Robert Red
National Museum of Natural History, 10th & Constitution Avenue NW.
(202) 357-2700
Always nice with come rice. The Black Eyed Peas make a tasteful appearance
at the 9:30 CLUB
815 V St. NW. (202) 393-0930
Friday. Sept. 28

Rapunzel, Rapunzel! Let Your Hair Down Girl!
National Museum of Women Ill the Arts

Monday 10/ 1
Tuesday 10/2
If J azz is your navor then Ulu is your person as ashe perfonns tonight
@ the Metro Cafe
10:00 pm Washingcon. DC
Not just a Golden Girl .... And Then There Was Uea.
Bea Arthur perfonn;. in a one woman cabaret
@; the Warner Theatre
7:00 pm Washington. DC

-

Sounds Controversil! GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT: SON OF A BUSH
Naval Heritage Theatre Museum
8:00pm
A few Good Men! THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY is on exhibit at the
Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History
For th e Life of Grady, Team USA will make its debut
Test your luck at the Black Cat
9:00 pm

A \\Oman of honor and st) le. Eleanor: Her Secret Journey depicts
the life of Elaenor Rosevclt (ii the Arena Stage
Washington. DC

i
f

llladeph ! The Roots come to Georgetown
Unversity to perform some of their
latest hip hop hils.
7;30 pm

Sunday 9/30

Roses arc Red Violets are Blu e Poetry Night ac
Bar Nun ·s might be the spot for you tonight'

with o.5. Look for 1hese two stick, of blue and white
Allen Powell 11
dynamite 10 explode for big plays against FAMU. The
defense recorded a school record of 13 sacks m last
week ·s victory over Morgan State.
Last week the Howard Um versity football team used
Defensively. FAMU is susceptible 10 the run.
a omineering defense. relentless rushing game. and
ranking last in the MEAC ii) rushing yards given up per
cent passing attack to leaw 1he Morgan State
game.
Las1week in a loss 10 Tennessee Stale
niversity Bears looking more like the bad news bears
University
their defense surrendered 276 rushing yards
route toa 41-15 rout.
at around a six
This Saturday the
yards per carry
ison ( 1-2) will
clip. Three of the
·n ed the same sort
team ·s four leading
01· offensive output
tack lcrs are
a~d dcfcnsiw
defensive backs.
d minance to defeat
which means that
tl c Florida A&M
the Bison may
niversity Rattlers,
focus early on
a~team 1hey haven 't
getting ninning
< feated in seven
back Vincent
ars. TI1e Rattlers
Neclos a lot of
-1) humiliated the
early touches.
ison last year 43-0
FAMU is giving
~i Tallahassee aficr
up 216 yards a
ajwildly entenaining
game on the
d competitive
ground.
mcin DC in
Besides Neclos,
~1 99.
offensively the
( FAMU will be led
Bison will also be
their senior
expecting big
arterback Quinn
things from junior
ray. who amassed
quarterback Donald
4 passing yards in
Clark who is
t~e Ranlers • first
leading the MEAC
ee games. Gray"s
in passing
fi voritc target is
efficiency. and
s nior widcout Isaac
passed for over 300
wn who comes
yards last season.
i~to the season
His favorite target
rinked third in the
so far has been
EAC with about
senior
·.vide
•c receptions per
receiver Jevontc
g me. The Rattlers
Philpo1 who has six
a c a passing team.
touchdowns on 17
, hose two ninning
receptions. which
cks have only
means that he
g ined 272 yards
scores
every third
b tween them for
time he touches the
t e season.
ball. Philpot is having
FAMU"s anemic
an amazing season.
shing attack and
and
leads
1he
MEAC
in
receptions,
receiving yards.
p ss happy scheme play right into the strengths of t11c
and scoring.
ward defense. which leads the M EAC with 21
The game will be shown on Comcast SponsNet as a
s cks. Nearly half of those sacks have come from the
part
of the MEAC"s television package. This will the
t ifying linebacking tandem of Oby Arab and Tracy
team's
third time on TV, and next week's Circle City
White. White leads the MEAC in tackles per game
Classic will also be 1elcvised.
with 10, while Arah leads the conference in total sacks

KAFFA HOUSE
1212USt. NW. (202)462- 1212
Monday, Uncalled For Band

,

Romeo and Juliet can 't test these lovers.
An1ony and Cleopatra plays at the
Clark Street Playhouse Crystal City/Pentagon City

trong Defense, Rushing Game
ould be Key to De-fang Rattlers

1,

l\loth~r vs. Lover. The gospel play
I Won ·1 Be the Other Woman
spends its last weekend at the Warner Theater
8:00 pm

'

Pig skins and pay dirt. There will be the
annual Redskins Fundraiscr
@ Morton's of Chicago sponsored by
Georgetown University

Something Bush definitely couldn't adrcss.
The STATE OF THE UN ION
jumps off tonight.
1357 U St. NW. (202) 588-8926
Saturday. Mello-0 & the Rados

'

Students Turn to the Burr to Shed
the Pounds, Train Muscles
The teacher is not completely at fault; many students in
the class complain when ~vorkouts arc assigned Martin
said.
For th.>sc who do not have space in their daily class
Shedding the .. freshman 15." and keeping off 1hc
routine
10 bum calories there are workout faci li1ies in
unwanted poundage has never been easier. according to
Burr. At 6 a.m. Burr Gymnasium opens up for groups
athletic instnictor Deborah Johnson.
and students to workout. Those who arc dedicated to
Under the Physical Education curriculum Howard
offers Fitness: Slinmas1ics: Dance Aerobics and Weight exercise are welcomed but encouraged to sign up for an
early exercise class.
Training. To help loose weight and become physically
When first entering Burr tlierc is a workout station
fit sophomore Shaunte! I lerbct takes Fitness.
that consists of free weights, treadmills. and stationary
··The class helps me because it forces me to
bikes. The lower weight room section opens up from
workout."" Herbert said
2-6pm. This workout area is larger and has more
l!\'cn though 1he only prerequisites needed to taJ..e
,~dividual machines for students to manipulate.
these classes is a will to exercise the gender numbers
Some students feel the exercise equipment is
arc drastically disproportioned according to athletic
adequate
but where it falls short is accessibility. Those
instructor Deborah Johnson. Johnson. who has been a
who use the weigh! room know about the limited pin
physical education instructor for 30 years, says females
situation.
Each machine cannot be accessed unless the
domina1c 85 percent of her classes.
student
has
the appropriate pin to mscn in the blocks.
··The number is so off balanced b~-eause of the
In
the
past
pins
were connected to wires so they were '
nomenclature, males think these classes are just for
readily accessible.
females when 1hcy are actually not:· Johnson said.
··When the machines first arrived smdents got
Each semester is different as for as enrollment. class
creative
and cul the bolted wires and took the pins
numbers range from 35 -60 students and overrides are
home for personal use."' Johnson said.
not a problem because the classes arc held in the main
This prompted a switch to individual pins and
Gym in Burr, Johnson said.
overseeing
instructors administering the pins out to
Fitness and Slimnas1ics arc general exercise classes
students who need them for workouts. Ofien times
10 expose both male and female students to the world
there arc fewer pins than machines. and s1udents arc
of fitness exercise according 10 Johnson.
not able to use machines right away.
These classes work abdominal muscles. am1s, legs,
··Everyone needs access to a pin. everything is
by stretching these muscles and doing floor workouts.
athletes only;· sophomore Jennifer Martin said.
aerobic movements. and often dance.
While others feel it is time for new and improved
A typical titncss class begins with a wann-up lap
equipment to maximize workouts.
around the gym. and s1retches. The goal of the class is
··It's alright. but you can't get the body you want
to help students perfect a durable workout scheme.
lifting
at that gym. it's old. some of the equipment I
'"By the end of class you should be able ·10 write your
don·t
even
know how to use it"s so outdated."' junior
own workout."' Herbert said.
Jared Hammond said.
·
Each class the teacher sets the goals for students to
If
these
options
are
not
in
your
realm
and
you
prefer
meet and sets a reasonable time frame for results.
competition the university offers intramural spons. '
Slimnastics takes exercise a step further and helps
Football. basketball, and soccer are a few sports
make students aware of how to workout without using
offered in the intramural league. Look for signs or
standard-issue weights.
contact Intramural Coordinator Dexter Harris between
"We talk about how to adapt weights, whal that is.
1he hours of2-9 p.m. at (202) 806 4129.
students can fill up a jug of water or freeze it and use
Students who prefer running find it hard because
that as a weight before they go 10 1he store and buy free
there
are no real good spots due to the limited space
weights:· Johnson said.
Howard
has.
Not all students feel these classes are useful tools in
··1
want
to run but there is no place that I feel is safe '
weight loss and weight prevention.
and comfortable:· Martin said.
:
Dance Aerobic is a class 1111cndcd to use aerobic
With
all
it's
shortcoming
students
should
make
use
routine co get fit. •• It is not fulfilling my goals since I
of the Burr Gymnasium while they are here and stray
first started the class:· sophomore Jennifer Martin
away from spa memberships to Baileys, Gold's, and
said.
other local gyms according to Johnson.
··1am not working out. I am not sweating, I am not
··we have the-facilities. if you can·t make time to
loosing any wcigh1and because of that I have to find
workout
at Howard. you are not going to with a spa
alternate means of exercise, the teacher docsn'1 push us
membership." Johnson said.
enough."' Martin said.
By Josef Sawyer
Hilltop StaffWricer
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HOMECOMING STEERING COMMITTEE

I
'

To the Howard University Family:

•

Greetings from the 2001 Howard University Homecoming Steering Committee, V.I.B.E:
Visual Integrations ofBold Elements. On September 11, 2001 the.United States was
confronted with their fears, heartache and frustrations. We were confronted with evil at
our backyards and, for some of us, our 1homes. We have cried for strangers, friends and
our nation. We have attempted to put it all together, carry on and yet, it never quite seems
the same. The Howard University Homecoming Steering Committee has felt those
feelings, shed those tears and wrapped our arms around one another as we've attempted
to understand why and brace ourselves for what may come. We would like to personally
extend our condolences to everyone who has lost someone. You are in our prayers.

,

As we continue to plan for a successful Homecoming, personal security, more so than
ever, has become our focus. We want this to be a successful and safe Homecoming. In
addition, we felt it nece~sary that while we ask the University to celebrate with us, that
we also ask the University and surrounding community to pause, be silent and reflect on
how blessed each of us are.
In light of the tragedy we along with the Office of the President have decided to cancel

the 2001 Fireworks display. However, we will pour _Libation on October 7, 2001 ~t
9:00pm for our ancestors and those gone too soon on September 11 , 2001. We appreciate
your support and understanding of this necessary decision and ask that each of you join
us as we stop, reflect and thank God for giving us one more peaceful and safe day on
Sunday, October 7,2001. Our prayers are with you. Have a safe and pleasant day.
t

Sincerely,

-A
lg-tr1j e, JlZ _Z<f!i&Ci~c

Ms. Melva L. Jones
200 I Homecoming Steering Committee Chairwoman

. '

Ms. Djinge M. Lindsay
200 I Homecoming Steering Committee Treasurer

j

•

ArmourJ. Blackbum Center• Suite 109
Washington, DC 20059

(202) 806-5426
Fax (202) 806-5427
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t:-IOW.~RD P-~GEAN ifi

Cramton Auditorium 1p.m.
$3 Students : $5 General
c ·oRON~ iT■ ION

BAL l!! ··

Blackburn Ballroom 10 p.m.
$10 Students : $15 General
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ALL HlLLTOPICS are
due, paid in fulf, the Tuesday
before publication date,
Ann ouncements by campu s
organizations for meetings,
seminars or nonprofit are
charged as in dividuals
adver tising for the purpose
of an nouncing a service,
buying or selling are charged
SS for the first 20 words a nd
SJ for every a dditional five
word s. Local companies are
charged $10 for first 20 words
and $2 for every 5 words
th ereafter. Personal ads arc
S2 for th e first 10 words a nd
Sl for every additional S

words.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
\\ HO'S Wh·) APPi Jr \I K 'IS
Dl13<)CTO{IER 1, 2001
StDDE'-T ACTl \1TIES RM JO
., 5
Howard Gospel Choir Concert
Sun. Sep1. 30th 2001
7:00pm
Andrew Rankin Chapa!
Free Admission
Come Worship the Lord
and experience the presence of
God with the
Howard Gospel Choir.
Sun. Sept 30th at 7:00pm
Rankin Chapel

Don 'I Sleep, fimd 0111 about
Entenainment Courses on campus.
Come 10 The En1cnaimnent,
Media, Spons,
And Law Club Meeting:
Monday, Oct. I School of
Business Room 428 @7:00pm

EMSL &.DEF JAM
RECORDS PRESENTS:
JARULE
LISTENING PARTY:
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2
BLACKBURNPUNCHOUT
@2:00PM · 4:00 PM.
DJ ODYSSEY ON the wheels;
Hosted by Def Jam Rep
Cathy Jerome
Spring Break Insanity!
WWW.inter-campus.com
orcatl 1-800-327-6013
GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICES! FIFTEEN
YEARS EXPERIENCE!
WANTED: REPRESENTATIVES
AND ORGANIZATIONS,
EARN TOP$$$

WANTED
A BRIGHT, ARTICULATE,
SOCIAL BUTTERFLY
Earn easy FIT$$ for PIT effort
talking to your friends about
new and natural product that
enables and enhances
female sexual response.

CALLTNGALL
EPISC..')PAUA.SGUCAN
s ninnN Is ,\NU t-lUl!NDS or
0 I !11 f' h\lT 1S
.\ ~SA' '· 11',i K>NF S
CANTERBURY STUDENT
ASSOCIA ION 11'1\,JTES YOU
TO JOIN OUR WHl'.1'1 Y tlllll.1STl DY. FOOD ANO PRAYER
WITH SPECIAL GUEST
STL.DEN I'S FROM
C"Al'l IOWN, SOLrttl Alm1t·,\,
TliESDAY, OCTOBER J 2001 I!\
THE CHAPEL LOUNGE FROM
7:00-9:00PM
1101'1. IC • SI.II YOI J 1111\Ri;I

Haas School of Business

Is there an MBA in your fulurc?

Th.: .Vast) Nup.:~ present..

Please join us on

The Ret11r11 of the
Red Pa11ty Party
@ ''The Frat House"

Th u rsday, October 4, 2001
11am -12pm
at the
Arm o u r ,J. B lack b u r n University Center
Room 148

66 V Street, NV.'
Nup.: Juice All Night
Ladies free with Red Panties
Everyone else $3 B.:fore 11

Sutorday Sept. 29th, 200 I

- Porttr
Jon and Derreck, no love lost,
but don't let it happen again.

--THE BOSS

The Berkeley MBA

BOI-Il•~l\IIAN l'Rl~Sl~N'l'S
"P.A.SS l'l' ON"

i \LJ,, , \(}ES s110,v

:>ay attention team. You coultl
learn something.

TUESDA.Y, OCTOBEl{ 2, 2001
7:00Pl\1 - 2:00 1\:\1

--Porter

AT NA'l'IONS

LoveAlways,
To The Commission:
CAPACITY
The 2 Wheat Crew
What can I say?Just ·
NEGRO LEAGUE
Bianca (Pimp Hard), Traici
Keep holding it down.
wg~~~s~~~
(Bowz). Mildred (Bootyluscious). I know you will.
BASEBALL CAPS
Shakir (Quiet Stonn),
--Cl-iris ~ 1, E:.
Krystal (Undercover),
(20Z) 722-0'TCYT
Shaneka (Hot Sauce), and
Hug, Josef, Corey, Jen,
_ __ 1_-S00-_22J_._TAJ_o____~_Y_as_m_e_en_<_P_im..:.p_H_a_,d_P_t._2_i --" Brak, Al, JTS: Good looks
STUDENTS

FACULTY STAFF
TOP PRICES PAID
FOR USED AND
UNWANTED
TEXTBOOKS
TAJ BOOK

SERVICE
(202) 722,0701
1-800-223-TAJO
LISCENSED
SINCE

1989

The Brothers & Sisters of
Ubiquity. Inc. would like to thank
all of those who panicipated in
our first program. Please look out
for our upcoming events!
Peace
House 10 share on
Capital Hill for $350 per mond1.
Landmarks are
Union Station and Gallnudet.
Serious srudents enti1led to
rem discount
Call Raymond Fowler
@ 202-548-4055,

on Wednesday.

·

Full-Time MBA Program

1

(202) 737-3311

\

/\ representative from the adn1issions team wtll be here lo
discuss the I laas MBA program and to respond to your
questions about how to prepare no"v for
the MBA in your future.

H11~, l!ietitt, J'l'S, Curt'y 11nd
fostll 1h11nks l'tlr th~ hnu1 work
nnil tlw 1111111 honrt1 )'UU 1,01 In,

Jbe Lades Home Journal

MS, NIA WALLACE
Take this weekend to:
Shake it fast, Wobble Wobble, and
Drop it Like it's Hou!!! Pimpin'
ain't easy, but you do it so lovely!!!

.

The Haas School of Business
University of California, Berkeley
is coming to Holva•·d University!

(September 2001) referred to it,
Or. Ruth and Oprah are talking Jennifer, son-y lO hcar abom
about it, you will too.
wnat happenctl. Be strong and
Email Name, School, Major,
vou will make it through. On
Graduation Date and
'
Student Ambassadors
Phone Numbers to:
another note. you ncc<l to lead
service@naturalpleasures org
a workshop in the office. You
Simply Excellent
Male responses are welcome) moved that sc:ction faster than
-"""'.:".H:-o_m_c_c_
on-"'."in_g_P:-a-ra-d"'."c--1---H-A.:.P_PY
_ B_lR_T_H_D_A_Y_ _;-4 ,ID) editor I hav.: ever s-cen.
' Decorating JOBS!!!
VIBE
. . . .. 2001 . Be apart of 1·11.
$8.50/hour. Call Stan from
Ballroom Balloons at

.

University of California Berl<eley ~.:..-::_;,;.•, ~ \

(IIALl•' & I{ S'l'Hl~l•,'l'S, S.J~. '20'2/:354-1,300)

.Jil\ThlIES CIIIC'l{EN SII,\Cl{

* , ~l.,IlO 1\L~N *
" 'l'lll•J GOOD 'I'I I\ U •JH ALHl '!\£"
IG~I,L Y BJ~LL B,\.:s.'])
"'/('III('Kl11N IIJCAD (HHLH 1•' \.SlllOl'; :SIIO\\'

-C DA M.E.

FOR RENT

D ..J. NA'l'EX ..~ D .. J. PHOi\fO

Complete One bedroom modem
basement Apt. sllldy environment.
with security system, kitchen. bath,
livingroom, washer, dryer,
and own exit.
t 5 mins. from Howard
$525.00 month,
$250.00 security deposit contact
Eddie 30 t-864-0877

$1.0.00 IN Al)VANCE ' l'IC'l{E'l':\IA:-.TEl~
$20.00 ,\.T TIIfi: l)OOR

-
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FREE R.OUNDTRIP SH
I!: LEAVING
H.U . QUAD ONLYl STAA'llNC _ArCJ:30 I..: lVl:RYJO MINU'tC.c;i!

FOR. MORE INFO: 202.588.8074 • 202.638.CLUB

